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Abstract - Security and protection of private user information
are a prerequisite for the deployment of the mobile network
technologies. Nevertheless, the establishment of secure
communication architecture within mobile ad hoc networks
addresses special challenges, due to the characteristic and
specific cities of such environment (high dynamic and mobility
of nodes, high rate of topology changes, high variability in
nodes density and neighborhood, broad-cast/geo-cast
communication nature). A number of secure authentication
schemes based on asymmetric cryptography have been
proposed to prevent such attacks. In this paper, we address
someinteresting issues arising in such MANETs by designing
an anonymous routing framework (ALERT) extended to key
server management and digital signature algorithm. It uses
nodes’ current locations to construct a secure MANET map.
Based on the current map, each node can decide which other
relay nodes it wants to communicate with. ALERT takes
advantage of some advanced cryptographic primitives to
achieve node authentication, data integrity, anonymity and
intractability (tracking-resistance). It also offers resistance to
certain insider attacks.resistance). It also offers resistance to
certain insider attacks.
Index Terms—Mobile ad hoc networks, anonymity, routing
protocol, geographical routing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) has stimulated
numerous wireless applications that can be used in a wide
number of areas such as commerce, emergency services,
military, education, and entertainment. MANETs feature
self organizing and independent infrastructures, which make
them an ideal choice for uses such as communication and
information sharing. Because of the openness and
decentralization features of MANETs, it is usually not
desirable to constrain the membership of the nodes in the
network. Nodes in MANETs are vulnerable to malicious
entities that aim to tamper and analyze data and traffic
analysis by communication eavesdropping or attacking
routing protocols. Anonymous routing protocols are crucial
in MANETs to provide secure communications by hiding
node identities and preventing traffic analysis attacks from
outside observers. Anonymity in MANETs includes identity
and location anonymity of data sources (i.e., senders) and
destinations (i.e., recipients), as well as route anonymity.
Identity and location anonymity of sources and destinations
means it is hard if possible for other nodes to obtain the real
identities and exact locations of the sources and
destinations.
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For route anonymity, adversaries, either en route or out
of the route, cannot trace a packet flow back to its source or
destination, and no node has information about the real
identities and locations of intermediate nodes in route. Also,
in order to dissociate the relationship between source and
destination, it is important to form an anonymous path
between the two endpoints and ensure that nodes en route do
not know where the endpoints are, especially in MANETs
where location devices may be equipped.
Existing anonymity routing protocols in MANETs can
be mainly classified into two categories hop by hop
encryption and redundant traffic. Most of the current
approaches are limited by focusing on enforcing anonymity
at a heavy cost to precious resources because public-keybased encryption and high traffic generate significantly high
cost. In addition, many approaches cannot provide all of the
aforementioned anonymity protections. Limited resource is
an inherent problem in MANETs, in which each node labors
under an energy constraint. MANETs complex routing and
stringent channel resource constraints impose strict limits on
the system capacity. In order to provide high anonymity
protection with low cost, we propose an Anonymous
Location-based and Efficient Routing protocol (ALERT).
ALERT dynamically partitions a net work field into
zones and randomly chooses nodes in zones as intermediate
relay nodes, which form a non-traceable anonymous route.
Specifically, in each routing step, a data sender or forwarder
partitions the network field in order to separate itself and the
destination into two zones. It then randomly chooses a node
in the other zone as the next relay node and uses the GPSR
algorithm to send the data to the relay node. In the last step,
the data is broadcasted to k nodes in the destination zone,
providing k-anonymity to the destination. In addition,
ALERT has a strategy to hide the data initiator among a
number of initiators to strengthen the anonymity protection
of the source.
ALERT is also resilient to intersection attacks and
timing attacks. We theoretically analyzed ALERT in terms
of anonymity and efficiency. We also conducted
experiments to evaluate the performance of ALERT in
comparison with other anonymity and geographic routing
protocols[1]-[30].
II. ALERT: AN ANONYMOUS-LOCATIONBASED
EFFICIENT ROUTING ROTOCOL
A. Networks and Attack Models and Assumptions
ALERT can be applied to different network models
with various node movement patterns such as random way
point model and group mobility model.
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B. The ALERT Routing Algorithm
In existing system, the undetectable route path and
secure data transmission is achieved through ALERT an
anonymous
location
based
efficient
routing
protocol.ALERT features a dynamic and unpredictable
routing path, which consists of a number of dynamically
determined intermediate relay nodes. ALERT uses the
hierarchical zone partition and randomly chooses a node in
the partitioned zone in each step as an intermediate relay
node (i.e., data forwarder), thus dynamically generating an
unpredictable routing path for a message transmission.
In the ALERT routing, each data source or forwarder
executes the hierarchical zone partition. It first checks
whether itself and destination are in the same zone. If so, it
divides the zone alternatively in the horizontal and vertical
directions. The node repeats this process until source and
destination are not in the same zone. It then randomly
chooses a position in the other zone called temporary
destination (TD), and uses the GPSR routing algorithm to
send the data to the node closest to TD. This node is defined
as a random forwarder (RF) which takes a path way to
destination.
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be veriﬁed by anyone who has a copy of a constant length
group public key. A valid group signature implies that the
signer is a bonaﬁde group member. However, given two
valid group signatures it is computationally infeasible to
decide whether they are generated by the same (or different)
group members. However, if a dispute arises over a group
signature, a special entity called a Group Manager can force
open a group signature and identify the actual signer.
A mobile node can periodically sign its current location
(link state) information without any fear of being tracked,
since multiple group signatures are not linkable. At the same
time, anyone can verify a group signature and thus be
assured that the signer is a legitimate MANET node through
Location Announcement Message (LAM).
V. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
Sender Node

III. ANONYMITY PROTECTION AND
STRATEGIES AGAINST ATTACKS
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This section discusses the performance of ALERT in
providing anonymity protection and its performance and
strategies to deal with some attacks.
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A. Anonymity Protection
ALERT offers identity and location anonymity of the
source and destination, as well as route anonymity. Unlike
geographic routing which always takes the shortest path,
ALERT makes the route between an S-D pair difficult to
discover by randomly and dynamically selecting the relay
nodes. The resultant different routes for transmissions
between a given S-D pair make it difficult for an intruder to
observe a statistical pattern of transmission. This is because
the RF set changes due to the random selection of RFs
during the transmission of each packet. Even if an adversary
detects all the nodes along a route once, this detection does
not help it in finding the routes for subsequent transmissions
between the same S-D pair.
IV. RELATED WORKS
The proposed work is carried on the extension of
ALERT routing. A group signature concept of key server
management is introduced to provide a secure and
authenticated data transmission in the mobile network in
addition to ALERT algorithm. Source encrypt the data using
the public key of destination, then destination request a key
server to provide a private key for decrypting the encrypted
data.
The key server provides a private key only after
verification from source node. Group signatures can be
viewed as traditional public key signatures with additional
privacy features. In a group signature scheme, any member
of a potentially large and dynamic group can sign a message
thereby producing a group signature. A group signature can

Fig. 1: System Organization
The nodes involved are admin and clients which stands
as UI for the system. The deployment is performed as per
the requirements of Hardware and software specified in the
requirements phase. In this System diagram ,we explain
about how over all process will complete based on user
receiver node, select intermediate node calculate traffic
between low nodes and send file to intermediate node The
intermediate will receive the file and send to correct
destination. The receiver will receive file, view file and
sender detail.
VI. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The following process are done in my proposed system
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NODE CREATIING
ZONE PARTITION
DATA ROUTING
ALERT WORKING PROCESS
KEY SERVER MANAGEMENT

A. Node Creating
This module is developed to node creation and
more than 50 nodes placed particular distance. Wireless
node placed intermediate area. Each node knows its location
relative to the sink. The access point has to receive transmit
packets then send acknowledge to transmitter.
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Fig. 2: Node Creating
B. Zone Partition
ALERT features a dynamic and unpredictable
routing path, which consists of a number of dynamically
determined intermediate relay nodes. ALERT uses the
hierarchical zone partition and randomly chooses a node in
the partitioned zone in each step as an intermediate relay
node (i.e., data forwarder), thus dynamically generating an
unpredictable routing path for a message. Such zone
partitioning consecutively splits the smallest zone in an
alternating horizontal and vertical manner.

Fig. 4: Data Routing
D. Alert Working Process
The main objective of the ALERT algorithm is to
provide a security to the MANET by means of trust
extended authentication mechanism. The ALERT setup a
temporary destination TD and informs to all mobile nodes in
the network, so that the attacker concentrates only on TD to
hack the data. By means of diverting the attacker’s
concentration the data from source is delivered to original
destination in secure manner.

Fig.3: Zone Partition
C. Data Routing
After the hierarchical zone partition process, the
source and destination claimed to be in different zones. The
source node sends the data to destination through the
intermediate relay nodes. The user data gram protocol is
used to transfer the data routing from one relay node to next
relay node.

Fig.5: Alert Working Process
E. Key Server Management
The extended technique or proposed technique of
ALERT is key server management. ALERT mechanism
doesn’t suitable for heavier traffic condition since ALERT is
a light weight trusting mechanism. So in order to overcome
this issue key server management technique is proposed.
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Through KSM (key server management) technique provides
a more authentication and secure transmission than ALERT
mechanism through data encryption and decryption
technique.
F. Algorithm
Let L -1 = n* 160 + b, where both b and n are integers and 0
≤ b < 160.
Step 1: Choose an arbitrary sequence of at least 160 bits
and call it SEED. Let g be the length of SEED in
bits.
Step 2: Compute U = SHA-1[SEED] XOR SHA-1[(
SEED+1)mod2g].
Step 3: Form q from U by setting the most ignificant bit
(the 2159 bit) and the least significant bit to 1. In
terms of
Boolean operations, q = U OR 2
2159< q <2160.

159

the destination. ALERT further strengthens the anonymity
protection of source and destination by hiding the data
initiator/receiver
among
a
number
of
data
initiators/receivers. It has the “notify and go” mechanism for
source anonymity, and uses local broadcasting for
destination anonymity.
ALERT has an efficient solution to counter
intersection attacks. ALERT’s ability to fight against timing
attacks is also analyzed. Experiment results show that
ALERT can offer high anonymity protection at a low cost
when compared to other anonymity algorithms. It can also
achieve comparable routing efficiency to the base-line
GPSR algorithm. Like other anonymity routing algorithms,
ALERT is not completely bulletproof to all attacks.
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